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Descriptive Inventory

SC 2585  CARTER, Nell Bohannon, 1898-1995

1 folder. 2 items. 1923-1924, n.d. Originals.

SC2012.168.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC CARTER, Nell Bohannon, 1898-1995
2585 1923-1924, n.d.
1898-1995

Teacher’s register and gradebook of Nell Bohannon Carter, believed to be from a Smiths Grove, Kentucky or Barren County, Kentucky school. Includes absence note from the mother of a student.

1 folder. 2 items. Originals.
SC2012.168.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Demunbrun, Buell, 1915-1983 – Relating to Teachers and teaching – Barren County Teachers and teaching – Warren County
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